
Key benefits

Quick breakdown and 
reduced consumption 
minimises the risk of 
expensive blockages

Fully enclosed system for  
maximum hygiene, only touch 
what you take

Smart Core technology - the 
most convenient way to 
remove a core saving time 
and waste

Refills accredited with  
EU Eco Label

Refills supplied in Carrypack 
packaging for easy handling  
and disposal

Tork SmartOne®

Tork SmartOne® Toilet Roll

Do you want to reduce the 
amount of toilet paper your 
business is using?

Up to 

40% 
usage reduction* 
means fewer refills 
and less maintenance
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Tork SmartOne® Toilet Roll

High consumption of toilet paper leads to regular refills, costing you time and money in an area that 
is difficult to monitor and control. Single sheet dispensing means rolls last longer, so that you refill 
less often and can prioritise other tasks. Completely enclosed dispensers also mean that users 
only touch the paper they use, making your washroom more hygienic.

Tork SmartOne Toilet Roll

1,150 sheets per roll, perfect for high 
traffic washrooms

Tork SmartOne Mini Toilet Roll

Smaller roll for when space is at a 
premium

Also compatible with Mini Twin 
dispenser - top up in use so paper is 
always available

Refills

GB: 
 01582 677 570   TorkCS.uk@essity.com  tork.co.uk

ROI & NI: 
 +353 (0) 1 793 0150  TorkCS.ie@essity.com  tork.ie

Reduce spend, improve hygiene
Tork SmartOne® toilet roll is a clever system which dispenses 
one sheet at a time, helping to reduce tissue consumption by up 
to 40%*. 

Dispensers

Tork SmartOne Tork SmartOne Mini Tork SmartOne Twin Mini

*  Statistics from internal research conducted in European countries on 7729 users, Tork Jumbo Toilet Roll against 
Tork SmartOne® Twin Mini. Reduction accounted in square metres.

Very high capacity 
for easy maintenance 
and fewer refills

Rolls printed with the 
Tork logo and leaf design 
as your guarantee of a 
Tork quality product

Single sheet 
dispensing – reduces 
tissue consumption 
by up to 40%*

Hygienic and 
tamperproof –  
roll fully 
protected
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